Onna Managed Private Cloud

Design, Implement, and Deploy Onna on your Private Cloud.

Onna offers services to stand-up your own managed Onna platform in your private cloud environment such as Google Cloud or Amazon Web Services. This offering includes Architecture & Readiness Planning, base implementation of Onna components, training, testing, go-live support, and post go-live administration with management of new releases and enhancements.

Expediting access to your knowledge

Onna Managed Private Cloud service includes:

- Ensure Onna is properly configured and deployed to private cloud and aligned to business & security requirements by Onna Experts.
- Accelerate time-to-value in using Onna data collection capabilities
- Accelerate time-to-content in using Onna to ingest data from hard to collect enterprise applications to respond to discovery requests
- Validate your organizations information governance & data retention strategies
- Data ingestion and migration strategy, including ingestion of sample data of named source
- Receive formal end-user training on Onna Platform and Workflow
- Receive documentation and knowledge needed to maintain Onna in its most effective state
- Receive a detailed release schedule to ensure your Onna instance if updated with the latest features and functionality.

Deliverables:

- Onna Environment
- Implementation Runbook
- End User Training Guide
- Deployment & Release Instructions

Onna integrates all workplace applications together, allowing anyone to unify, protect, search, automate, and build on top of their organization's proprietary knowledge. Our Knowledge Integration Platform can be integrated with any cloud or on-premise app to support eDiscovery, Information Governance, and Knowledge Management.